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Abstract 

ZnO is an attracted semiconducting material because of the intriguing structural, electronic and optical 

properties as well as the properties can easily be tuned for applications. However, p-type doping is an essential 

research interest to overcome the hindering of the applications of n-type ZnO for next-generation advanced 

electronic and optoelectronic devices. In this article, we focus on the p-type acceptor mono (Na, N) and dual 

(Na-N) doping effects on the structural, electronic and optical properties of ZnO using first-principles 

calculations based on the density functional theory (DFT). Detailed DFT analysis reveals that the structure of 

ZnO distorted resulting in (Na, N) and (Na-N) doping, respectively. Band structure calculation highlights the 

confirmation of p-type ZnO for both types of doping introduced by acceptor impurity bands at the top of the 

valence band and pushing the Fermi level into the valence band. The band gap of ZnO is increased for Na and 

Na-N doping, while decreases for N doping.  The widening of the band gap with Na and Na-N doping could be 

explained by Burstein Moss effect. In this study the band gap can be tuned in between 0.58 and 0.93 eV. 

Importantly, enhancement of the absorption and photoconductivity in the near band edge region attributed to 

(Na, N) and (Na-N) could be extended its applications in high-performance p-type based electronic and 

optoelectronic devices. 

Keywords: DFT; p-type ZnO; dual acceptor; optoelectronic and electronic.  

1. Introduction 

Zinc oxide is an inorganic, non-toxic, odorless smiconductor with the formula of ZnO. ZnO possess three crystal 

structures among them Wurtzite is the most stable phase at the ambient conditions [1-2].  
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It has a broad band gap (~3.37 eV) and huge exciton energy (~60 meV) [1] at room temperature (RT). Due to  

higher transparency and intriguing optoelectronics properties of ZnO, it can be employed in many special fields 

like as touch-plane displays [3], solar cells [4], laser diodes [5]  chemical and gas sensors[6], light-emitting 

diodes [7], nano and information technology [8-12]. It manifests n-type conductivity due to the native donor 

defects [13], oxygen vacancies (Vo) and zinc interstitial (Zni) [14-15]. p-type ZnO is more difficult to form due 

to the effect of self-compensating and deeper acceptor level. To fabricate p-type ZnO, researchers have been 

chosen group-I and group V elements as acceptor dopants. Park and his colleagues [16] reported that group-I 

elements (Li, Na, K) make shallow acceptors, whereas group-V elements (N, P, As) behaves as deep acceptors. 

They also calculated the formation energy and concluded that Na substitution on Zn site (NaZn) is needed higher 

energy than N substitution on O site (NO). Na is a suitable acceptor among them (Group-I) because it delivers 

high hole concentration (3x1018 cm-3) and possess shallow substitutional level (NaZn: 0.17 eV) [16]. To achieve 

p-type ZnO, many investigations have already done from the last few decades [17-19]. Different types of p-n 

devices were constructed using Na as a doping element [20]. The crystallite size increases, but the transmittance 

and the band gap decreases with the increase of Na doping in ZnO thin films prepared by using sol-gel 

technique [21-23].  Shan and his colleagues showed that the pulsed laser deposited Na doped ZnO thin film 

promoted the electrical, structural and optical properties [24]. The electronic structures was tuned theoretically 

by Wan and his colleagues [25]. Due to comparable ionic radius and electronic structure of N and O, N is 

another promising p-type dopant element from group-V. N-doped ZnO showed the instability at RT [26-29] and 

get promising results at higher doping concentration of N [30]. Dual doping is a successful procedure to tune 

electric and optical properties. There are few reports on the preparation of stable p-type ZnO using dual (N, P), 

(Li, N), (Cd, Li), (Ni, Co), (Li, Cu) and (N, Cu) etc. acceptor elements [31-37]. They obtained p-type ZnO due 

to launching shallow acceptor levels at the upper VB and also observed a distinct red shift at the absorption. It 

should be noted that there is no such report on dual (Na, N) doping effects on the structural, electronic and 

optical properties of ZnO. In addition, importantly dual acceptor doping is an efficient way to get p-type ZnO. 

Therefore, the reason is to choice Na and N dual acceptor to get p-type ZnO. Furthermore, a systematic 

theoretical study is still limited to a small number of p-type dopants, which may limits the better understanding 

of experimental observations. In the present study we use density functional theory (DFT) based on the 

generalized gradient approximation (GGA) which undereste the band gap calculations, caused by the lower 

exchange correlation between electrons. But this discrepancy doesn't affect the accuracy of the description of the 

p-type conductivity in doped ZnO. We believe that our study will be benefited for experimental observations 

and their potential applications. In this work, Na and N are substituted on Zn and O sites, respectively to 

investigate the effect of single acceptor dopant on ZnO. Dual acceptors (Na-N) are replaced on Zn and O sites in 

ZnO to explore the effects on the structural, electronic and optical properties of ZnO using density functional 

theory (DFT). 

2. Methodology       

This study is executed using DFT with the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) and Perdew, Burke and 

Ernzerhof (PBE) psedopotential [38], as implemented in the (Cambridge Serial Total Energy Package) CASTEP 

[39] code. The k-points 4×4×2 were used with cutoff energy of 400 eV. The experimental lattice parameters, 

a=b=3.25 Å, c=5.21 Å, α=β=900, and γ=1200 [40-42] were used in optimization process.  The ZnO (2×2×2) 
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supercell consists of 32 atoms shown in Fig 1(a). The substitution is performed by introducing one Na atom on 

one Zn atom site is equivalent to 6.25% in the supercell shown in Fig 1 (b). Similarly for 6.25% N doping, one 

N is substituted on one O atom site is shown in Fig 1(c). For Na-N dual doping, one Na and one N atoms are 

replaced on one Zn and one O sites atoms, respectively, which is shown in Fig 1(d). The optimization is 

executed to get lattice parameters for pure, (Na, N) mono and dual (Na-N) doped ZnO of 2×2×2 supercell, these 

are included in table 1.  

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 Crystal Structure 

Table 1 shows the optimized lattice parameters for pure ZnO, mono (Na, N) doped ZnO and dual (Na-N) doped 

ZnO. The obtained lattice parameters are very close to the theoretical [37, 43-46, 50-51] and experimental [47-

49, 50] reports.  These optimized values reveal the perfection of computational method. It is also seen that the 

lattice constant ‘a’ slightly decreases for mono (Na, N) doping while increases for dual (Na-N) doping. On the 

other hand, the value of ‘c’ increases for all types of doping indicates that doped ZnO are oriented along c-axis. 

These results demonstrate that compressive stress acts along the a-axis and tensile stress acts along the c-axis. 

Table 1: Calculated lattice parameters, volume, band gap, bond length and bond population of pure and doped 

ZnO. 

Type of 

doping 
Method 

Lattice Parameters 

a = b (Å) c(Å) c/a 
Volume 

(Å3) 

Band 

Gap (eV) 

Bond length Bond 

population 

Pure ZnO 

Theo. 

3.298a 

3.298b  

3.258c 

3.295g 

5.290a 

5.286b 

5.220c 

5.290g 

1.60a 

1.60b

1.60c 

1.60g 

49.82a 

49.79b 

47.98c 

49.61g 

 

0.73a 

0.74g 

 

 

 

Zn-O 

 

 

 

1.9996 

 

 

 

0.39 

Expt. 
3.245d 

3.250e 

5.209d 

5.210e 

1.61d 

1.61e 

47.50d 

47.60e 

 

Na-doped 

ZnO 

Theo. 3.296a 5.372a  1.62a  50.53a 0.93a Zn-O 1.9270 0.50 

Expt. 
3.267f 

3.204i 

5.209f 

5.138i 

1.59f 

1.60i 

48.17f 

45.70i 

 Na-O 2.1746 0.21 

N-doped 

ZnO 

Theo. 
3.279a 

3.286h 

5.345a 

5.310h 

1.63a 

1.61h 

49.76a 

49.51h 

0.58a 

0.69i 

Zn-O 

 

1.9691 

 

0.45 

 

Expt. 3.256d 5.223d 1.60d 47.70d  Zn-N 1.9572 0.58 

(Na-N) 

dual-doped 

ZnO 

Theo. 

 

3.307a 

 

5.347a 

 

1.61a 
50.64a 

 

0.90a 

Zn-O 1.9302 0.50 

Na-O 2.1665 0.24 

Zn-N 1.9263 0.66 

Na-N 2.3489 0.01 

aPresent work, gRefs. [37], b,cRefs.[43-46], eRefs.[ 47], dRef. [48], fRefs.[ 49], iRefs. [50], hRefs. [51]. 

The expansion and compression of the lattice parameters are attributed to different ionic radii of Zn (0.74 Å), O 

(1.40 Å), Na (1.02 Å) and N (1.46 Å) [52] are the main reason for this structural distortion.  It is noticed from the 

Table 1 that the volume of Na and N doped ZnO varies compared with pure ZnO. The bond populations and 

length of undoped, mono (Na, N) and dual (Na-N) doped ZnO are also represented in Table 1. Due to the higher 
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Na-O bond length and lower bond population as compared to that of Zn-O of ZnO system indicates higher 

volume. For N-doped ZnO, the bond length of Zn-N and Zn-O is lower and bond population is larger than pure 

ZnO, which indicates decrease in volume. In case of Na-N dual-doped ZnO system, the increase of volume is 

clearly seen as compared to mono doping. This is happened because of higher bond length and lower bond 

populations of Na-O, Na-N as compared to Zn-O, is shown in Table 1. 

 

Figure 1: Crystal structure of (a) pure, (b) Na-doped, (c) N-doped and (d) Na-N dual doped ZnO. 

3.2 Electronic Structure 

3.2.1 Band Structure 

Band structure analysis is very important in material science, which delivers many information of electronic, 

magnetic and optical properties of a matter. Figure 2 displayed the band structures of (a) pure, (b-c) mono (Na, 

N), and (d) dual (Na-N) doped ZnO. For all band structures, the valence band maximum (VBM) and conduction 

band minimum (CBM) lies along G-line, which reveals direct band gap. It is remarked that the calculated band 

gap of undoped ZnO is 0.73 eV (Fig.2a), which is in good agreement to the other theoretical results [37, 53-57]. 

While N is doped into ZnO (Fig.2c), the CB shifts towards the lower energy due to strong attraction between 

Zn-4s and N-2p states and introducing shallow acceptor level just top of the VB resulting in decrease the band 

gap. The calculated band gap of N-doped ZnO (Fig.2b) is 058 eV which is in good harmony with the other 
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theoretical results [50]. In case of dual (Na-N) doping ZnO (Fig.2d), again the CB moves toward the higher 

energy originated by the interaction among Zn-4s, N-2p and Na-2p, and acceptor impurity band is generated on 

the top of the VB, as a result the band gap of Na-N doped is increased.  From figure 2, it is viewed that mono 

(Na, N), dual (Na-N) doped ZnO exhibits p-type semiconductor and the hole effective mass is higher for Na 

mono and dual (Na-N) doped than N-doped ZnO. More hole effective mass indicates more stable p-type 

semiconductor. So it can be concluded that Na and Na-N doped ZnO are more stable p-type semiconductor than 

N-doped ZnO.  

 

Figure 2: Band structures along high-symmetry k-points of (a) pure, (b) Na-doped, (c) N-doped and (d) Na-N 

dual doped ZnO. 

But this theoretical band gap is so far from the experimental value (3.37 eV), which implies the inaccuracy in 

the value of band gap. This effect is occurred due to lower exchange correlation potential between electrons in 

GGA function. But the type of conductivity doesn’t depends on this inaccuracy. From Fig.2b, it is seen that the 

band gap is increased for Na doping ZnO system resulting from shifting of the CB towards the higher energy 

attributed to the repulsion between Zn-4s and Na-2p states. It can also be seen that the impurity acceptor band is 

introduced above the valence band associated with the Fermi level shifts into valence band indicating p-type 
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nature of Na doped ZnO. While N is doped into ZnO (Fig.2c), the CB shifts towards the lower energy due to 

strong attraction between Zn-4s and N-2p states and introducing shallow acceptor level just top of the VB 

resulting in decrease the band gap. The calculated band gap of N-doped ZnO (Fig.2b) is 058 eV which is in 

good harmony with the other theoretical results [50]. In case of dual (Na-N) doping ZnO (Fig.2d), again the CB 

moves toward the higher energy originated by the interaction among Zn-4s, N-2p and Na-2p, and acceptor 

impurity band is generated on the top of the VB, as a result the band gap of Na-N doped is increased.  From 

figure 2, it is viewed that mono (Na, N), dual (Na-N) doped ZnO exhibits p-type semiconductor and the hole 

effective mass is higher for Na mono and dual (Na-N) doped than N-doped ZnO. More hole effective mass 

indicates more stable p-type semiconductor. So it can be concluded that Na and Na-N doped ZnO are more 

stable p-type semiconductor than N-doped ZnO.  

 

Figure 3: Total and partial density of states of (a) pure, (b) Na-doped, (c) N-doped and (d) Na-N dual    

doped ZnO. 

3.2.2 Densities of state 

The calculated total and partial densities of state (TDOS and PDOS) of pure, mono (Na, N) and dual (Na-N) 

doped ZnO is displayed in figure 3(a-d). To realize the effect of each atom in TDOS, the PDOS have been 
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calculated. The Fermi energy (EF) is placed at zero energy. It is revealed from figure 3(a) that, the upper VB 

from 0 to -2.6 eV originates mainly from O-2p and the lower VB from -2.6 to 7.0 eV consisted by the 

hybridization coupling of Zn 3d and O 2p states. The core of the VB from -16.0 to 19.0 arisen from O-2s states 

with a small contribution of Zn-4s and Zn-3d states. The CB of pure ZnO is formed by the contribution of Zn-4s 

and O-2p states. In Na-doped ZnO, the upper valance band is consisted by the hybridization coupling among 

Na-3s, Na-2p, Zn-3d, and O-2p to generate acceptor level. Na-2p is also interacted with Zn-4s and O-2p and 

originated CB of Na-doped ZnO. The valence band is turned out by the hybridization coupling of Zn-4s, O-2p 

and N-2p levels and improved acceptor level of N-doped ZnO. Due to the strong interaction of Zn-4s and N-2p, 

the band gap reduced and the CB produced by the coupling of  N-2p, O-2p and Zn-4s. The VB of dual (Na-N) 

doped ZnO is created by the interaction of following states of Zn-3d, O-2p, Na-2p and N-2p. The conduction 

band of dual doped ZnO is produced by the contribution of Na-2p and N-2p with the Zn-3p, O-2p states. The 

greater value of DOS at the upper VB related to mono (Na, N) and pure ZnO confirmed greater carrier 

concentrations to generate a p-type ZnO by dual (Na-N) doping. So, dual (Na-N) doping is more important to 

achieve stable p-type conductivity in ZnO.  

3.3 Optical properties 

3.3.1 Dielectric Constant 

The usage of a material in optoelectronic devices depend on the optical properties of the material. Optical 

properties interpret the transition of the electron/hole between occupied and unoccupied states. There are two 

parts of dielectric constants: real ε1(ω) and imaginary part ε2(ω). The momentum matrix elements between the 

occupied and unoccupied wave functions are used to calculate the imaginary part ε2(ω). Using ε2(ω), the real 

part ε1(ω) can be calculated by [58] equation. Refractive index n(ω), absorption coefficient α(ω), reflectivity 

R(ω), can be achieved by ε1(ω) and ε2(ω). Figure 4(a-b) represents the ε1(ω)  and ε2(ω) spectra for different 

configuration of the ZnO system. For mono (Na, N) and dual (Na-N) doped ZnO, the static values of ε1(o) are 6, 

10.3 and 15.15, respectively, which are larger than pure ZnO. The ε1(ω) values decreases sharply with increases 

energy up to 1.20 eV. The ε1(ω) is higher only for Na doped in the visible region. After visible range, they are 

possess approximately same value with pure ZnO. Figure 4(b) shows three important peaks located at 1.8, 6.4 

and 9.4 eV, which represents the frequencies of intrinsic plasma of pure ZnO. The first peak (1.8 eV) originates 

from the electron transition between the states in the upper VB O-2p and lower CB Zn-4s states. The second 

peak (6.4 eV) may be arises from Zn-3d and O-2p transition in the VB. Another transition between the Zn-3d 

and O-2s states at around 9.10 eV. The height of the first peak increases and sifted to the lower energy for all 

configuration from pure ZnO. From density of states (Fig. 3(b-d)) it is observed that the peaks of O-2p and Zn-

3d states are shifted toward lower energies due to doping effect. 

3.3.2 Refractive index 

There is a linear relation between ε(ω) and n(ω) by the relation of  𝑛(𝜔) = √𝜀(𝜔) , thus the shape of graph of  

n(ω)  is identical with ε(ω). Figure 4(c-d) represents the graphs of real nr(ω) and imaginary ni(ω) refractive 

index for all configuration of ZnO. The nr(0) values 2.45, 3.20 and 3.6 for mono (Na, N) and dual (Na-N) doped 

ZnO are higher than the value (2.0) of pure ZnO.  These values decrease sharply with increasing energy up to 
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1.2 eV.  

 

At the visible region, the observed value of nr(ω) lies in the range of 1.6-1.94. For large wavelength in the 

visible range nr(ω) is  larger for Na doped than others.After visible range, nr(ω) decreases slowly and goes  to 

under unity at around 10 eV for all configuration of ZnO. Electromagnetic wave travel faster than light velocity 

(c) after 10 eV energy, which indicates superluminal nature of material. The first peak of ni(ω)  is shifted toward 

the lower energy for mono (Na, N), dual (Na-N) doped ZnO. A similar effect is observed in case of ε2(ω) which 

describes the optical transition of carriers from the VB and/or impurity to CB at the lower energy. The height of 

these first peaks represents the hole-electron generation in near the band edge energy. From figure 4(b) and (d), 

it is obvious that the height of the first peak is more intense for dual Na-N doped ZnO indicates the large amount 

of hole-electron pair’s generation. 

 

Figure 4: Calculated real and imaginary part of dielectric function and refractive indices of pure and doped 

ZnO. 

3.3.3 Reflectivity 
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Reflectivity is an optical property of a material, which explains the returned energy from the material. It 

calculated  by the relation 𝑅(𝜔) = |
1−𝑛(𝜔)

1+𝑛(𝜔)
|, and shown in figure 5(a). The reflectivity at zero energy R(0) is 

0.11 for pure ZnO and it increases up to 0.13 at 1.22 eV. The observed values of R(0) of mono (Na, N) doped 

and dual (Na-N) doped are 0.17, 0.28, and 0.33. It can be acclaimed that dual (Na-N) doped ZnO is better 

reflector than other for infrared radiation. Thus, the dual (Na-N) doped ZnO can be applicable into 

optoelectronic and electronic tools as a coating to protect from heat. Reflectivity is lower in the visible region 

than infrared and ultraviolet region. After visible region the shape of the reflectivity graph is opposite to the 

nr(ω) graph. The value of R(ω) is zero above 15 eV (not shown here) for all configuration of ZnO, which 

implies that material becomes transparent above         15 eV. 

3.3.4 Photoconductivity 

The electrical conductivity can be increased by using photon energy. This property exists in semiconductor and 

enhance electrical conductivity. The photoconductivity can be calculated by the following formula 𝜎𝑟(𝜔) =

𝜔𝜖0𝜀2 where 𝜖0 is the permittivity in free space and ε2 is the real dielectric constant. The calculated optical 

conductivity shown in figure 5(b). The value of the initial peak near the band edge (0.58-0.93 eV) is greater for 

dual (Na-N) doped ZnO than other configurations. This greater value of the initial peak indicates the high 

concentration of electron-hole pairs generation. The prominent peaks (~9 eV) are decreased for doped ZnO with 

respect to pure ZnO and shifted towards the lower energy. This phenomena represents the probability of creating 

p-type semiconductor [21-23]. Finally, it can be noted from figure 5(b) that, dual (Na-N) doped ZnO is the most 

probable p-type semiconductor. 

3.3.5 Absorption coefficient 

By absorbing photon energy, the electron transfers from valence (occupied) to conduction (unoccupied) band. 

When the absorption coefficient α(ω) is higher, material absorbs more energy and increases the conductivity of 

the material.  The α(ω) can be written by the following formula 𝛼(𝜔) = √2(𝜔)[√𝜀𝑟
2 + 𝜀𝑖

2 + 𝜀𝑟(𝜔)]
1

2. Spectrum 

of α(ω) shown in figure 5(c). The first critical peak shifted into lower energy for all type doped configuration 

from pure ZnO peak, which indicates the direct band gap semiconductor. After these first peak, α(ω) increases 

with increase photon energy. From figure 5(c) it is observed that mono (Na, N) or dual doped ZnO can be used 

as a good absorber in the ultraviolet range 6 to 13 eV. The observed large prominent peak of pure ZnO is 

17.6x104 at energy 10.7 eV. The magnitude of large peak for mono (Na, N) and dual (Na-N) doped ZnO is 

smaller and shifted into lower energy from pure ZnO, which represents the stability of p-type conductivity. It 

can be noted from figure 5(c) that, dual (Na-N) doped ZnO is the most probable p-type semiconductor. After 15 

eV (not shown here), it is also seen that the material becomes as a transparent material. The band gap can be 

also calculated by using the Tauc’s relation [59], 𝛼ℎ𝜗 = 𝐴(ℎ𝜗 − 𝐸𝑔)𝑛, where A, hυ and Eg are the constant, 

photon energy and optical band gap. The tangent of  (𝛼ℎ𝜗)2 vs hυ graph represents the band gap. From figure 

5(d), the observed band gap are to be 0.83, 0.98, 0.59 and 0.54 eV for pure, mono (Na, N) and dual doped ZnO, 

respectively which are close to the calculated band gap.    
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Figure 5: Calculated reflectivity, conductivity, absorptivity and Tauc plot of pure and doped ZnO. 

4. Conclusions  

A systematic first principles calculations have been performed of the effects of mono (Na, N) and dual (Na-N) 

doping on the structural, electronic and optical properties of ZnO. The optimized lattice parameters are in good 

agreement with the reports. The band structure calculation shows that all the structures are direct band gap 

semiconductor which are satisfactory values in comparison with reported results. The band gap is varied from 

0.58 eV to 0.93 eV. The p-type nature is explicitly observed for all types of doping. The VB consists of Zn-3d, 

O-2p, Zn-3p; Na-3s, Na-2p, Zn-3d, O-2p, N-2p, Zn-3d, O-2p, Na-2p, N-2p and conduction band consists of Zn-

3p, Zn-4s,  O-2p;  Zn-3p, O-2p; N-2p, O-2p, Zn-3p and Zn-3p, O-2p, Na-2p, N-2p  of undoped, mono (Na, N) 

and dual (Na-N) doped ZnO, respectively. The absorption increases in the visible region for N and Na-N doped 

ZnO and also observed distinct red shift in the abosrption. The photoconductivity are significantly enhanced for 

all types of doping. The optical properties such as reflectivity, refractive index and dielectric constant have also 

been calculated. It can be concluded that dual (Na-N) doped ZnO is more stable p-type semiconductor than 

mono (Na, N) doped ZnO.   Thus these obtained features of mono (Na, N) and Na-N dual doped ZnO would be 

suitable for modern optoelectronics devices. 
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